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Abstract: Indigenous peoples are easily classified as either dangerously vulnerable or inherently
resilient to climate risks. There are elements of truth in both categorical statements. Yet neither
is completely true. Indigenous vulnerability and resilience, and Indigenous groups’ adaptive
responses to climate change, need to be understood in the messy contexts of lived experience,
rather than either elegant social theories or didactic ideological politics. Climate change action and
research needs to acknowledge and engage with the knowledges, ontologies and experiences
of diverse Indigenous groups, along with the specific histories, geographies and impacts of
colonization, and their consequences for both the colonized and colonizers. Climate change action
and research needs to be integrated into wider de-colonial projects as the transformative impacts of
anthropogenic climate change are inadequately addressed within both colonial and post-colonial
frames. Negotiating respectful modes of belonging-together-in-Country to reshape people-to-people,
people-to-environment and people-to-cosmos relationships in Indigenous domains is essential in
responding to planetary scale changes in coupled human and natural systems. This paper outlines an
approach that nurtures Indigenous self-determination and inter-generational healing to rethink the
geopolitics of Indigenous resilience, vulnerability and adaptation in an era of climate change and the
resurgence of Great Power geopolitics.

Keywords: climate change; country; coupled human and natural systems; Decoloniality; geographical
scale; indigenous peoples; ontological pluralism; ontological and existential risk; social and
environmental justice

1. Acknowledging

So much begins with acknowledging. Where denial narrates absence, silence and closure,
acknowledging opens possibilities. Acknowledging invites relationships, engagement and connection.
It challenges difference and invites conversation. In our era of denial—of climate change, human
rights, identity, connectedness and mutual dependence—acknowledging is important. Acknowledging
Indigenous peoples’ rights and the rapid environmental changes currently occurring across multiple
places, multiple scales, and multiple species and systems opens opportunities for learning, collaborating,
understanding and surviving across boundaries of difference.

Dharug Nura is the place now known as Greater Sydney, on the east coast of the southern
continent. I was born and have lived and worked in this Country for most of my life. It was, and
remains, the traditional Country [1] of the Dharug-speaking clans who faced the first waves of British
settler colonialism on the southern continent of Australia in the late 18th Century. In Dharug Nura, it
was always customary for guests and visitors to wait to be welcomed by the people of that Country,
and to acknowledge the Country and its people, places and stories. In the customary law of many of
the First Nations of the southern continent, the Welcome to Country not only introduces a visitor to
the current inhabitants (human and non-human) of a place to offer recognition and protection. The
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Welcome also invites the guest to recognize their own obligations towards the Country and its people,
and its inhabitants and its pasts, presents and futures.

Warami Wellamabami Didjergura Ngara

This is the acknowledgement that I used when presenting this paper to the conference that inspired
this collection of papers. Welcome wherever you are from. Thank you for listening. This greeting in the
Dharug language, recognized the commonality between myself as a speaker and the listeners in my
audience. Unlike the ethical presence of spoken delivery to an audience, however, distillation in print
delays or even avoids conversational engagement, where ideas might be contested, responded to,
refined and revised. The immediacy of the face-to-face relationship of speaker and audience creates
both invitation and challenge. Presenting the paper as text renders our relationship as detached
writer-and-reader, rather than as listeners-to-each-other sharing time-and-place. It separates us from
each other in time and place—even though we share both time (Anthropocene) and place (Earth).

As a geographer, I have spent several decades grappling with relational concepts of time–space,
place and scale. Let me stretch across time, place and scale to open my invitation and challenge to you
by acknowledging Dharug Nura and Dharug yura, the Country and Ancestors of the First People of
the Wallumattagul clan, the Wullamai black snapper fish people, of the Dharug Nation. I pay respect
to their Elders past, present, emerging and future, the wisdom and knowledge passed down through
their generations, and the Dharug knowledge being generated in the present. I also acknowledge
the Indigenous peoples of the places where many of you are reading this paper, and the Indigenous
peoples of Taiwan, where many of these ideas were discussed and debated in the conference that gave
rise to this special issue of Sustainability.

2. Reconsidering Indigenous Vulnerability and Resilience in Climate Risk Discourses

Contemporary academic discourse addresses both the nature of anthropogenic climate change and
the risks it poses to particular people, places and human systems, and the natural systems to which we
are all coupled in complex ways. Two important discursive threads invoke the concerns of Indigenous
peoples. One emphasizes vulnerability, arguing that Indigenous groups are particularly vulnerable
to climate risks—often because of their indigeneity [2]. The other thread emphasizes Indigenous
peoples’ exceptional adaptive capacity as being relevant to framing responses to climate change [3,4].
Indeed, it often argues that Indigenous resilience will produce solutions to the problems created by
anthropogenic climate change.

Both these discursive modes frame Indigenous dimensions of climate risks, suggesting that
Indigenous societies in general have either particular weaknesses or particular strengths that are
exposed by climate change. While both offer insights into conditions facing particular Indigenous
groups, they both risk stereotyping, oversimplifying and marginalizing the diverse experiences,
insights, understandings and lessons that might be generated by engaging with Indigenous peoples.

Like all generalizations, each of these discursive threads reflects some truth. But neither is always
nor completely true. Context matters in how we think about the intersection of Indigenous geographies
and histories with the realities, discourses and policy responses to anthropogenic climate change.
Ostrom [5] acknowledged that there are no easy solutions to problems in coupled human–natural
systems: no panaceas. There is “no simple way of representing, understanding or responding to the
complexity in settings that are simultaneously biophysical and cultural” [6] (p. 2). Nor are the diverse
cultures and experiences of Indigenous groups reducible to some sort of Indigenous-singular that
reflects a distinctive and common approach to being human.

Drawing on philosophical traditions of radical contextualism [7], this paper suggests the context
of climate change needs to be better understood as involving multiple scale frames (both spatial
and temporal) of alienation and belonging. Policy, science and practice all need to develop a much
more sophisticated literacy in the scale politics of responding to the risk landscapes that Indigenous
groups negotiate.
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We have to learn to think anew—to think in ways that take seriously and actually respond
to information, understanding and knowledges as if difference confronts us with the possibility of
thinking differently [6] (p. 4).

3. Procedural Vulnerability

Veland suggests that procedural vulnerability amplifies the risks many Indigenous groups face
from anthropogenic climate change [8,9]. State agencies easily assume (or perhaps hope) that their
administrative procedures will adequately address the needs of all their citizens. It might be more
accurate to say that the settler-colonial state assumes that all its citizens should conform to the
requirements of the state. In settler-colonial societies, histories of racism, misunderstanding and greed
mean that that many state procedures and the policies that support them fail to recognize, acknowledge,
or respond to realities that affect Indigenous peoples within their jurisdictions. Structural racism,
historic injustices, dispossession, violence and the normal features of colonial contexts create very
different risk landscapes for Indigenous peoples. Even well-intentioned actions reinforce and produce
vulnerability [2,10–13].

Drawing largely on experience from Australia, this paper concludes that Indigenous vulnerability,
resilience and adaptive responses need to be understood and engaged with in relation to the messy
contexts of lived experience in settler-colonial societies, rather than either elegant social theories
or didactic ideological politics. The diverse knowledges, ontologies and experiences of different
Indigenous groups, along with the particular (scaled) geographies and histories of colonization, and their
impacts on and consequences for both colonized and colonizers, need to be taken seriously—discussed,
debated and considered carefully, rather than simply treasured or ignored. Climate change researchers
need to take them seriously and engage with the histories, geographies and current processes of
colonization affecting Indigenous groups as Indigenous groups themselves consider (and renegotiate)
the risk landscapes that are woven around them by climate risk and policies, procedures and practices
of disaster risk reduction. Scholars need to include Indigenous groups as part of their critical audience.

4. Anthropogenic Climate Change Is a Colonial Legacy

Anthropogenic climate change is a colonial legacy that is having transformative impacts
on the coupled human-and-natural systems on which survival depends. Neither colonial nor
conventional post-colonial frames that leave the deep colonizing of Indigenous domains unrecognized,
unacknowledged and unchallenged will allow actions to address those impacts safely and sustainably.

In the southern summer of 2019–2020, even prior to the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic,
Australia experienced a series of ecological tragedies. For example:

• In Australia’s largest inland river system, the Murray–Darling Basin, prolonged drought
contributed to mass fish kills [14–16].

• Extensive wildfires in an extended fire season raged across Eastern, Southern and Western
Australia, bringing death and destruction, including the destruction of the small rural primary
school at Wytaliba—a school which I helped to establish in 1984 [17–20].

• Massive dust storms moved topsoil from inland areas of the continent affected by prolonged
drought [21].

• Extreme storm events left large areas of Sydney blacked-out and flooded for many days, and
wreaked havoc on coastal areas with high tides, coastal flooding and huge swells [22,23].

There was a chorus of inaction and denials from the national government that such events were
linked in any way to anthropogenic climate change [19,24,25]. The subsequent emergence of the
Covid-19 pandemic and its social and economic implications have further diffused the public debate
of failing policies on climate, energy and environment as economic growth is again prioritized over
environmental and social sustainability by neoliberal forces.
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In responding to the unprecedented drought which threatens the water supply and continuing
economic activity in multiple communities across Australia’s Murray–Darling Basin, for example,
governments have ordered scientists to relocate fish from the river to ‘save’ them. The market solutions
entrenched by intergovernmental agreements, which have seen rich investors buy water rights to create
profit, and zero allocation of water to the Barkindji people, whose native title rights to land in the basin
were recognized in 2015 after 18 years of legal struggle [26], are under review. But the overallocation of
water persists. Marketization has not resolved failed relationships within and between communities,
their water sources and their economic viability under changing environmental conditions. This
should, perhaps, come as no surprise [27,28]. But it certainly comes at a high social and environmental
cost [21,29].

As communities are disconnected from reliable water supply, they fragment and dis-integrate.
Some people leave, while the remaining groups and individuals compete for dwindling resources.
People look for both saviors and scapegoats—and become depressed when neither can be found. In
places where the scars of colonial racism run deep, these communities have never really shared common
ground. They see the place they share differently. The deep understanding of environmental change
embedded in Indigenous Australian cultures, and their resilience in adapting to change, in surviving, in
remaining present, has rarely been acknowledged by the systems that colonization imposed to produce
wealth for the settler-colonial society and its imperial (and, later, state and national) governments.

Historically, settler-colonial systems operated as if the erasure of Indigenous peoples from the
physical landscape could secure colonial property systems and the wealth they would produce [30].
Contemporary market failures and the exhaustion of ecosystems, such as is occurring in inland
Australia, underpins (yet another) phase of failure of colonization. Inland Australian landscapes
were long misunderstood by their ambitious colonizers [31–34]. As elsewhere, Australia’s European
colonizers assumed that their arrival (and even their anticipated arrival—for example, in South
Australia, the Crown sought to argue that native title in that state was extinguished two years before
any colonial occupation by actions of the British Colonial Office in London [35]) marked the beginning
of history [36], and gave them a right to possess places and dispossess (and annihilate) their peoples.
They assumed that their presence superseded any existing system of governance in the ancient
jurisdictions and gave them unchallenged ownership of the resources created in other times, such as
underground water and energy resources.

The settlers, and the governments that created them, told stories that asserted that their hard work
and sacrifice, and the risks they took in travelling so far into places that were unknown (to them), gave
them a God-given, and therefore unchallengeable, right to possess, to exploit, to do as they wished.
Wolfe reflected that:

settlers generally have a lot to say about work, sacrifice, and earning things the hard way. The refrain
is familiar, the implication constant: We deserve what we have–or, more pointedly: We have a right to
this land . . . As the settler takes over the territory, so does the territory take over the settler–hence
the distinctive vascular condition of having the land run in one’s blood. Land is settler colonialism’s
irreducible essence in ways that go well beyond real estate. Its seizure is not merely a change of
ownership but a genesis, the onset of a whole new way of being–for both parties. Settlers are not
born. They are made in the dispossessing, a ceaseless obligation that has to be maintained across the
generations if the Natives are not to come back. [37] (p. 1)

Therefore, let me ask this question: what is revealed when the monumental failure of colonial
stewardship, responsibility and care in Australia is laid bare by such dramatic crises at the
whole-of-landscape scale? If the genesis it underpins has failed, what is left? Such failure reveals the
uncivilized, primitive, barbaric and ignorant actions perpetrated by settlers upon both the people
and Country of First Nations in the name of civilization (and in the service of self-interest). Those
actions, those original denials, laid foundations of failures that others continue to amplify into the
present. Those empowered by Australia’s colonizing systems refused to understand, value and protect
fundamental connections between human and natural systems, between societies and environments,
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and between people and their places. They promulgated that failure as something to be admired,
celebrated and continued when they advocated Australia’s right (indeed necessity and even obligation)
to maintain its fossil-fueled economic occupation of the southern continent in international climate
change negotiations.

As the theme of this special issue suggests, the economic models of colonialism were always
based on crossing spatial boundaries and collapsing temporal boundaries. But they did so without
understanding the relationships that were threatened, or the forces being unleashed. The assumption
underlying those models was that growth without limits (or at least systems in which the growth of
wealth for some seemed to have no limits) was both desirable and possible. That was simply normal.
Growth could be fostered by crossing spatial boundaries to continuously consume the resources of
other people’s places, other people’s livelihoods. It could be fostered by collapsing space–time to
convert the energy of bygone ages into political power over places and their populations, and into a
future that sought to preclude any alternatives.

As growth was measured and celebrated, and as wealth was distributed to the deserving rich,
it seemed that the pauperization of local populations and the degradation of their landscapes could
be modelled and treated as an externality that did not affect the logic or resilience of the colonizers’
systems. After all, under the conditions created by settler colonialism, environmental capital in
general—and land, water, timber, minerals, and fossil fuels in particular—were free and effectively
unlimited. They became the property of the sovereign settler-colonial states.

Australia’s 18th Century European colonizers assumed that the customary owners of the diverse
landscapes of the southern continent were simply too ‘primitive’ to be accorded rights or recognition.
In the landscapes the colonizers coveted, they saw the bounty of nature (which was theirs to take) rather
than the product of Aboriginal Australians’ careful management and their civilizations’ nurturing of
the continuing connection between people, place and cosmos [38,39].

However, the Australian civilizations that were violently displaced by European colonialism were
amongst the first human cultures to develop agriculture, baking and aquaculture. They were violated
along with the landscape [38]. The colonizers dismissed those ancient jurisdictions and institutions as
primitive and without law, culture, or civilization. The civilizations of the southern continent reflect
some 65,000 years of human experience, thinking and adaptation [40] connected by continuing culture.
They offer profound examples of what connecting-to and belonging-to place means in the context of
large-scale environmental change.

What was achieved in those ancient jurisdictions was, in Gammage’s words, a “majestic
achievement”:

only in Australia did a mobile people organise a continent with such precision . . . They sanctioned
key principles: think long term; leave the world as it is; think globally, act locally; ally with fire;
control population. They were active, not passive, striving for balance and continuity to make all life
abundant, convenient and predictable. They put the mark of humanity firmly on every place. They
kept the faith. The land lived . . . This was possession in its most fundamental sense. If terra nullius
exists anywhere in our country, it was made by the Europeans. [39] (p. 323)

The profound failure of settler-colonial stewardship on the southern continent fundamentally
reflects the same economic and geopolitical forces that are the drivers of anthropogenic climate change.
The greed of imperial kleptocrats might have been replaced by global entrepreneurs whose unimaginable
wealth has been so powerfully criticized in the efforts to address the climate emergency [41,42], but the
risks imposed on Indigenous groups have remained and been amplified.

5. Rethinking the Scale Frame of Risk Landscapes

There is extraordinary complexity in the contemporary risk landscapes that are affected by
anthropogenic climate change. There is also extraordinary complexity in the contemporary risk
landscapes negotiated by Indigenous groups whose right to exist, to retain language, culture and a
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place in contemporary space and time is so profoundly challenged by the logic of settler-colonialism.
It is important to recognize that vulnerability and resilience sit side by side in those risk landscapes,
and that strategies to respond and adapt to changing circumstances are never simply technical.

Climate risks (along with disaster risks, health risks, and broader societal, environmental and
political risks), and responses to them are experienced, reconsidered and enacted in locally contingent
landscapes. Climate injustice is just one element of the broader context of injustice constructing the
risk landscapes many Indigenous groups negotiate in their everyday lives. Current circumstances in
Indigenous Australia reflect histories of dispossession, denial and erasure [43]. The unfolding climate
emergency challenges not only our understanding of our shared place in rapidly changing social,
economic and political circumstances, but also in planetary scale systems. In particular places, the
climate emergency unfolds as much as a crisis of belonging as a crisis of survival. At the planetary
scale, any sense of belonging-together-in-place which underpins the possibility of common risk and
common futures is constantly threatened by the economics, politics, and philosophies of competition,
privilege and entitlement in globalizing human systems.

Dominant academic and political discourses frame the risks of climate change as pre-eminently
global. That is, those discourses frame the most urgent risk landscape as being embedded in a singular
global system whose complexity requires world-class experts to be privileged in decision-making.
Technological optimists fantasize geo-engineering solutions at global and even greater-than-global
scales [44,45], and the politics of negotiation affirm the primacy of nation states in producing solutions
(see e.g., [46,47]). Even the most recalcitrant state actors are given more influence than even the wisest
non-state Indigenous actors (see e.g., [47]).

Crisis narratives encompass the ecological, financial, political and climatic dimensions of coupled
human and natural systems. Human societies (and those with whom we share the planet) face
once-unimaginable risks, but in framing these as ‘global’, they risk being disconnected from the scales
of conventional human sociality. Human societies approach thresholds for apocalyptic failure in
planetary scale systems that are crucial to survival [48]. Our survival and prosperity are complexly
dependent on these coupled human and natural systems that are on the brink of irreversible and
consequential change. In these new global risk landscapes, crisis narratives offer glimpses of the
possibility of an ending of the world. New technologies extend (or collapse) time horizons. New
globalized spatial links shift the cumulative impacts of changing human–human and human–nature
relationships, and combine them in ways that threaten multiple extinctions and even human and
planetary survival. But narratives of growth and progress have been so naturalized and normalized
that they obscure the lived experiences of Indigenous peoples. Even the crime of genocide and the
wickedness of ecocide have been made invisible.

While the global disaster narratives reflect important truths, the everyday landscapes of risk
continue to reflect the mundane issues of disease, poverty, food security, violence and marginalization
of particular groups of people in specific places. The Covid-19 crisis has reminded us that there is
always a risk that these everyday risks will intrude into global geopolitics. This is not to evoke the
site-focused or flattened ontology advocated by Marston and her colleagues [49]. Rather, it is a call
to recognize that the places and systems drawn into our contemporary risk landscapes are always
scaled—spatially and temporally. The time horizons of everyday risks are often framed in terms of
much shorter-term survival from day-to-day and week-to-week, rather than in terms of epochal shifts
to an Anthropocene [50]. It is in these everyday risk landscapes that Indigenous peoples’ vulnerabilities
and resilience are generally performed. Despite the plethora of threats and repeated predictions
of their imminent demise in many places across the world, Indigenous Peoples survive, adapt and
persist. Their survival challenges colonizing narratives of their extinction, disappearance, absorption,
inferiority, or irrelevance. The celebration of survival should not, of course, diminish the risks and very
real violence experienced by Indigenous peoples in specific places under various forms of colonial
governance. Nor can the need to recognize and address the genocide, inhumanity and criminality in
the relations between various state and corporate actors and Indigenous groups be avoided or delayed.
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In considering the narratives of impending catastrophe, however, it is worth acknowledging
that Indigenous survival speaks loudly to narratives of sustained resilience, survival, adaptation
and responsiveness.

6. Ontological Risk as Context

Many contemporary risks are unprecedented, and were quite literally unimaginable in earlier
settings [51]. The scales at which they are constructed and performed reshapes the lived landscapes
of risk in ways that undermine people’s (and peoples’) capacity to recover from and adapt to
disaster events. They need to be understood as ontological risks because they put at risk the
foundations of the possibility of existence. Human experience is not simply ‘existence’ or ‘being’ (as
conceptualized, e.g., by Heidegger [52]), nor even ‘being-together’ (as discussed by, e.g., Nancy [53]),
but ‘belonging-together-in-place’ e.g., [54]. Those things that threaten our environmental and social
relations, and the human and natural systems within which become part of human societies, constitute
ontological risks. In the Anthropocene, whole societies face ontological risks—situations which
undermine people’s understanding of the cosmos and their place within it. These are risks that create
uncertainty at an ontological level. The previously unthinkable, unspeakable and unknowable becomes
entrenched in the landscapes and relationships of everyday risk. As part of this, many Indigenous
societies face the challenge of adapting and responding whilst being surrounded by hostile settler
societies and confronted by state programs intended to erase their ways of life and being. This is the
continuing unnatural disaster of colonization in everyday lives [13].

The dominant discourses of science, governance and power have assumed the validity of their
own claims to universal and singular truth in defiance of the realities of ontological pluralism in
contemporary coupled human and natural systems [7,55–57]. Following the insights of Stoffle and
his colleagues [58–61], Anthropocene discourses must confront human systems with previously
unimaginable risks. Those elements which form the building blocks of human society and provide the
ontological certainties of existence have become uncertain and at risk. A previously unimaginable
ending of the world (see also, e.g., [62]) must become a topic of common discourse.

In disaster studies, attention is given to the cycle of preparation, risk reduction, emergency response,
recovery, reconstruction and further preparation [63–68]. Yet these expert-centered discourses are
often deaf and blind to the nuances of local, non-technical knowledges and experiences. Sustainability
science [69] and post-developmentalism [70,71] offer some valuable critiques of the dominant
conversations. But Indigenous critique, which often foregrounds issues of the profound insight
of local knowledges, understanding and values [6,72], offers an important additional element of
challenge. There is a scale politics at work in this critique. Indigenous discourses are not simply ‘local’,
but often articulate a connectedness that insists on holding global systems of economic, environmental
and political governance accountable. There is an important sense in which they give the local
ontological priority in ways that currently-dominant global discourses, including the Anthropocene
narratives, seem to have trouble in conceptualizing.

7. Narrating Risk and Power

In the dominant expert narratives, the acceleration towards tipping points in multiple planetary
scale systems [73] (see also e.g., [74,75]) reinforces the idea that only those with global expertise should
be empowered to act decisively. As Veland and Lynch put it, the stories we tell ourselves matter.
Dominant storylines about climate change and risks “rest on the assumption that there can be a unified
grand narrative of human-environment relations . . . [but this] unwittingly constrains the solutions we
are prepared to admit” [76] (p. 4).

They note that these linear narratives also reinforce the colonial narration of “linear and
authoritarian histories” and imply (or perhaps simply assume) that only interventions that conform
and respond to the linear narratives of progress will shift the narrative and the outcome. Furthermore,
as Liverman puts it, such narratives also “tend to obscure the historical geographies of anthropogenic
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climate change and have fostered solutions that are often unequal and somewhat ineffective in reducing
the risks” [47] (p. 280).

Even where it is contested by climate change denial, many of the narratives built on the assumption
that history follows a linear trajectory focus on market-based solutions and the attractive opportunities
for investment in those solutions as avenues for continued growth [77]. Yet such storylines often ignore
(or deliberately bury) historic and continuing environmental injustices that are just as central to the
narrative and its outcomes as the stories of success, wealth and privilege. They silence the environmental
and social implications of market failures. Indeed, the inter-national system’s ongoing reluctance
to provide a legal framework that would provide justice—or even recognition—for environmental
refugees reinforces the colonial thrust of contemporary geopolitics. It has hard to see how conventional
geopolitical processes addressing climate change will be able to “stop the proliferation of dangers for
indigenous peoples . . . Environmental injustices aren’t any less likely in actions taken in the spirit of
urgency to adapt to climate change and mitigate a 2 ◦C rise” [78] (p. 2).

Whyte suggests there is a paradox underpinning much of the discussion about Indigenous people
and climate risks:

Consent, trust, accountability, and reciprocity are qualities of relationships that are critical for
justice-oriented coordination across societal institutions on any urgent matter. Yet they are precisely
the kinds of qualities of relationships that take time to nurture and develop. That is, they are necessary
for taking urgent action that is just, but they cannot be established urgently. [78] (p. 2)

8. Scaling Time and Space in Risk Landscapes

Reconceptualizing the narratives of climate risk as a multiplicity of disconnected or singular
local narratives is no panacea for tackling the difficult conversations of extinction, catastrophe and
adaptation. A shift in how scale is used as a lens on these issues may, however, help to bring new
things into clearer focus. Leaving the scale of catastrophe at the global, seeing it solely in terms of
global governance mechanisms and intergovernmental treaties, tribunals and action plans leaves the
risks as literally unimaginable for many people and communities. For those whose faith is focused
on technological fixes, narratives such as the idea of a “good Anthropocene” [79] promise new ways
of delivering energy, new ways of transporting goods and people, and new solutions to the risk
of annihilation through large scale projects of global cooperation in geo-engineering [80] or global
governance [81,82].

Of course, the scale politics of genocide, ecocide and catastrophe always play out between the local
and the global, the past and the future and, as Dalby notes, the good, the bad and the ugly [83]. The
global is always local (and vice versa). The interdependence of human and natural systems means that
wholly isolated local or solely global systems do not exist in the Anthropocene. Shifting thinking about
the scales at which risk is embodied to recognize that the landscapes of risk are always simultaneously
biophysical and cultural demands the recognition that the ways in which key relationships (ecological,
geopolitical, economic) are scaled demands a shift in thinking that moves the focus from indicators
to relationships. That shift also demands a shift in our thinking about temporal scales to encompass
inter-generational trauma and responsibility [84].

Confronted with the recognition of unimagined risks, ongoing unnatural disasters and ontological
and existential apocalypse, Indigenous peoples’ experiences of rapid, catastrophic transformation in
coupled human and natural systems at the scale of their known worlds offers a powerful experiential
window on how to address the possible ending of the world. For too long, the long and terrible
shadow [85] of the linear narratives of settler-colonial conquest that underwrite the superiority and
inevitability of imperial power and corporate ascendancy have muted—and even silenced—more
modest narratives of connection, belonging and accountability.

In offering some brief windows on Indigenous experience, my intention is not to be exhaustive or
encyclopaedic, but to evoke an understanding of both the tragic history and the remarkable resilience
of many First Nations around the world. There is no simply positive or naively optimistic story to be
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told here, but there are some important pointers to what is possible—and what transformation might
be possible—if we accept that climate change is a legacy of colonialism and injustice that extends well
beyond the focus on climate debates.

9. Nurturing Decolonial Resilience across Space, Time, and Difference

It is increasingly clear that an existential risk to multiple human and natural systems is posed by
anthropogenic climate change. The risks and their potential consequences confirm that continuing
to assume that ‘nature’ is somehow under human governance and management is a dangerous
assumption. Equally, assuming that natural or human systems are autonomous or independent at
the smaller scales that human governance systems (nations etc.) generally occupy is deeply flawed.
Rather, our common human context needs to be recognized in terms of complexly and inescapably
coupled human-and-natural systems.

While it is true that many Indigenous knowledge systems have weathered large scale disruption
from environmental, social and cosmological processes, their contributions to or fate in light of the
existential risks posed by anthropogenic climate change cannot be adequately addressed without
contesting the colonial or post-colonial frames that conventionally define and limit the nature, agency
and rights of Indigenous peoples. Yuchi scholar Dan Wildcat, from the Muscogee Nation of Oklahoma,
put it this way:

[T]hose of us who have been paying attention to our homelands already know . . . the world we live
in is changing, not the interior spaces and places where the majority of us situated in the midst
of the modern industrial and postindustrial societies spend our days and nights, but the world of
unbounded landscapes and seascapes that constitute what humankind denominates the natural world.
Climate change, however, is only one of many drivers of change. Its effects cannot be isolated from the
multiple social, political, economic, and environmental changes confronting present-day indigenous
and marginalized communities. Indigenous peoples have long and multi-generational histories of
interaction with their environments that include coping with environmental uncertainty, variability,
and change. [86] (p. 509)

In other words, the broader risk landscapes, the longer historical and wider geographical scales
of contemporary Indigenous experience demand that we pay attention to issues of justice and
sustainability in our more-than-human settings in developing the thinking that might allow a more
inclusive ‘us’ to respond to the unnatural disaster that industrialized colonization has visited upon all of
our human and non-human companions on the planet. New thinking about climate risk must include
the negotiation of respectful modes of belonging-together-in-Country that reshape people-to-people,
people-to-environment, and people-to-cosmos relationships in Indigenous domains.

10. Rescaling the Climate Crisis

Recognizing this, acknowledging the simultaneously local-to-global and molecular-to-cosmos
relevance of Indigenous experience demands a framing (and re-framing) of climate change that
shifts across scales. The conventional discourses, which frame climate change in global and near
future scale frames, constrain how the challenges are conceptualized and what actions are prioritized.
Shifting the scale frames to nurture thinking at the scales of Indigenous self-determination and
inter-generational healing allows climate change discourse to bring into focus key issues, such as the
geopolitics of Indigenous resilience, vulnerability and adaptation, and reframes the resurgence of Great
Power geopolitics.

A wider decolonial project must develop respectful modes of negotiating belonging-together-
in-Country. It must reshape human-to human relations across boundaries of difference and prioritize
justice, as well as insisting on state and corporate actors delivering on commitments to reduce the
human burden on climate systems. It must acknowledge the continuing presence of Indigenous
connections to place, to culture, to history—and to diverse futures. It must nurture modes of becoming
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that reconnect people-to-people, people-to-environment and people-to-cosmos relationships within
and beyond Indigenous domains. It needs to recognize that the disruption of these connections
underpins the colonial project in order to release resources and energy for the accumulation of obscene
wealth and unsustainable burdens on climate systems.

The current disconnection of people from place and environment is marked at multiple scales:

• from the alienation of individuals and disfunction of families and towns, to the melting of
permafrost, glaciers and ice sheets;

• from the local wildfires in particular places to the shifting of seasonal patterns of fires so that fire
seasons in northern and southern hemispheres now overlap;

• from the myopic failures of local planning systems to secure communities from predictable risks
of floods, storms, or fires, to the self-interested myopia of the political classes in major nations
while the data drives the recalibration of global insurance systems.

We could think of scale as mediating or moderating all of these relationships. But that is not enough.
We certainly need to think differently about scale and the creation and moderation of vulnerability and
resilience because these relationships are actually enacted through scale. For example, the scale of
Indigenous governance is not something that develops in isolation. Indigenous self-determination
and self-governance are always moderated by relationships internal to the dynamics of a particular
Indigenous group, and others that reflect the external dynamics that constrain the exercise of governance.
In other words, the scale of Indigenous autonomy is always contested and in complex relationships
across the scales at which the power and action of formal government administration is constructed
and exercised.

Thinking in terms of scale-as-relation [87,88] enables us to think differently about the narratives
that reinforce the power of global institutions in climate discourses. It also enables us to rethink the
task of decolonizing responses to climate risks facing Indigenous groups.

If one thinks of the dynamics in global climate politics simply in terms of a top-down global
hierarchy, understanding what’s going on reduces things to either bilateral (global–local) hierarchies
or to the enactment of a policy in a local setting. It is easily assumed that the global does (and should)
dominate. The paternalistic, colonizing argument says the international system cannot ultimately
support Indigenous autonomy, because it will dilute the power to act globally (i.e., to act at the necessary
scale) or will split national sovereignty (i.e., disempower the state institutions that are necessary
to enforce global actions). That sort of thinking lays the foundations for ongoing deep colonizing.
It reproduces the colonial pattern of not holding institutions to account for their impacts across space,
time and difference. It allows the present systems of global privilege to continue accumulating and
mal-distributing wealth, power, energy and resources from the past and the future—and to masquerade
as the only alternative source of solution to the current climate emergency.

11. Conclusions: Decolonizing for Resilience in Times of Vulnerability

New thinking about the risk landscapes that confront Indigenous peoples arising from
anthropogenic climate change can be built through acknowledgement of and respectful engagement
with many Indigenous groups. This will reframe the issues in ways that will challenge many
conventions of both thinking and action. It might also allow a shift which recognizes that “current
transformations require political actions in numerous places, not just where it has long been assumed
political power lies” [83] (p. 47).

The late Deborah Rose wrote powerfully about the force of deep colonizing and the way it corrupts
even well-intentioned efforts to transform the impacts of colonization (e.g., [89]). Similarly, Haalboom
and Natcher reminded us that our own academic discourses reshape how vulnerability is amplified
in unintended ways by the presentation of our evidence and the narratives that people construct
in response [2]. These are part of the procedural vulnerability imposed on Indigenous groups. But
climate risks render us all more vulnerable.
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Climate risks render Indigenous groups more vulnerable not because of their indigeneity, but
because their lives are so often marked by intergenerational legacies and the newly created scars of
colonialism. Brazilian educator Paulo Freire [90–92] reminded us long ago that those scars also mark
those who might think of ourselves as the beneficiaries of colonialism. While I am deeply conscious of
the risk of shallow applications of Freirean pedagogy as a universal solution becoming another form
of deep colonizing (see e.g., [93,94]), I also recognize the value of Freirean approaches in providing
a locally-referenced reading of the landscapes of risk and colonization. In internalizing conquest,
accumulation and wealth as the markers of achievement, our so-called ‘modern’ societies have been
taught to deny and disconnect. Small dissonances and occasional inconveniences in local systems
of wellbeing are only now (slowly and unevenly) being reinterpreted as indicators of larger scale
problems of systemic crisis. In terms of justice, sustainability and equity, the emperors and their
administrators never had any clothes! From the imperial rulers of the 15th Century to the corporate
mandarins of big oil, big auto and big trade, the fabric of their power has always been woven from the
labor, energy and opportunity of other places, other times and other peoples.

In thinking that the power of colonialism settled their claims of entitlement to power, wealth
and privilege, settler-colonial societies discounted the lessons of Indigenous nations who negotiated
more sustainable relationships with and connections to place. The colonizers’ restless wanderings
across temporal, spatial and ecological boundaries allowed the societies they produced to steal from
the past, the present and the future. The stories spun to justify their actions were woven from
threads of faith, politics and ideology that became central to the modern world’s understanding of
itself. Those dominant (and dominating) narratives rendered all but impossible to imagine—perhaps
intentionally—the alternatives woven in the experiences and practices of Indigenous autonomy,
climate justice, the recognition of climate refugees, and the restructuring economic relationships for
justice, equity and sustainability across time, space and difference. Indeed, for many people and
peoples alienated from any prospect of belonging-in-place and sustainable relationships in coupled
human-and-natural-systems, such alternative narratives have become literally unthinkable. Sometimes,
in responding to or opposing those dominant narratives, we don’t see just how deeply our thinking is
captured by their framing of the challenges. We don’t realize what has become unthinkable under the
influence of the colonizers’ self-serving stories.

In working with many Indigenous leaders over my professional life, I have drawn some
fundamental conclusions about what lessons for scholars, scientists and academics might be drawn
from their resilience, patience and determination:

• Bear witness and document what one witnesses. The importance of witnessing should not be
underestimated [95–100]. But it is also imperative that scholars recognize that their privilege
as witnesses does not give them free license to interpret and authorize. As Geertz noted, our
observations of experience are always already framed by our education and theorizing [101,102],
and Bell et al.’s approach of “engaged witnessing” [103] is perhaps close to what I want to suggest
is needed.

• Be patient, persistent and humble in leadership. It is important to remember that the fundamental
imperatives of many Indigenous struggles are really about the exercise of rights to do the everyday
things of their lives—not to perform in the political theatres of law, politics and economics, but to
hunt and fish and spend time in their families and Country. While some might be seduced from
time to time by the opportunities of money and power, I am humbled by the words of Chief Billy
Diamond, who led the negotiation of Canada’s first ‘modern treaty’, the James Bay and Northern
Quebec Agreement, who talked about just wanting the opportunity to exercise the rights that the
treaty recognized, and not having to return to the negotiating table over and over again in order
to hold governments accountable for implementing the treaty properly [104].

• Offer interpretation, understanding and explanation not only to the already rich and powerful, but
importantly also to the people whose lives are affected by change. It is important that information
and explanation is accessible to others and based on the available evidence, and this requires
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acknowledgement, engagement and discussion (education), not just the assertion of expertise by
leaders and advisors—humility is required, as is the ability, willingness and opportunity to listen.
Recognize that what constitutes evidence in different realms and settings will vary (sometimes
unpredictably) over time and between circumstances.

• Connection and belonging are important, but in new circumstances we need to get the scales
(spatial, temporal, ecological and social) right, rather than assume that things remain the same.
Indigenous cultures are contemporary and dynamic—they are not some sort of window on the
human past, but the context of Indigenous peoples continuing experience—the past-present-future
continuous that is the foundation of The Dreaming, which informs Australian Indigenous ontology.

• Take responsibility—there is no shortage of mythical, political and scientific narratives about the
need for people to understand that knowledge has consequences and there is a responsibility
attached to knowledge. The failure to take responsibility for knowledge, insisting on the
construction of ignorance, and the denial of causal and ethical relationships between actions,
events and knowledge—these things are warned against in multiple human narratives, from those
that shape relations in the ancient jurisdictions of First Nations to the drivers of contemporary
research ethics.

• Consider what sort of Ancestor you want to be—at the conference on which this special issue
of Sustainability was imagined into life, Professor Gregory Cajete articulated this question in
ways that profoundly challenged many aspects of my thinking and being. The Ancestors of
Indigenous nations are often eulogized in ways that risk forgetting that the Ancestors were people
like ourselves, who were acting with courage, humility and integrity to connect possible futures
to their own pasts and presents. They became the sort of revered Ancestors who made it possible
for us to be and for our coupled human-and-natural systems to continue becoming, but they were
actors who were responding to challenges of survival, justice and integrity, just like us.

• Act—silence and inaction cannot be justified. While there are many perspectives on what
constitutes just action (and what action is appropriate in various settings), the cycles
of understanding-acting-and-reflecting that are embedded in the ethical advice to human
communities encoded in sacred texts, mythical narratives and research methodologies are
clear that understanding brings a responsibility to act, and that actors are to be held accountable.
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